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The 8
Important
Time Frames
With Leads
Onboarding
Time Frames #1-3

Servicing

Time Frames #4-6

Post Servicing

Time Frames #7-8

• Time Frame #1: Immediately After
You get the Lead
• Time Frame #2: In the initial Days of
connection before you meet for the
first time in Zoom or in Person.
• Time Frame #3: MEETING and
HIRING YOU
• Time Frame #4: The “We’re Engaged!”
Phase

The 8
Important
Time Frames
Onboarding
Time Frames #1-3

Servicing

Time Frames #4-6

Post Servicing

Time Frames #7-8

• Time Frame #5: When things get
serious and tough decisions must be
made
• Time Frame #6: We are CLOSING!
Got through it! The “Honeymoon”
Phase –It’s shorter than we think…
• Time Frame #7: During the stress of
the actual move out/in (we forget this
one completely)
• Time Frame #8: Post Closing when
they become a PC/COI

OK… so, you Generate a Lead - or buy one…
which I don’t recommend but that’s another talk.

• Have you REALLY thought about what happens once
you get a new Lead?
• As a Realtor, each new lead feels like a big win. And
that’s great for you, but for the Lead, the journey
is super fresh and scary...
• So… what are the Lead’s early impressions of your
services? Are they delighted? Or disappointed?
• Do they get moving quickly and painlessly, or do they
struggle?
If you want Leads to turn into CLIENTS and to have a consistently great experience,
so great they talk to others about it… it’s time we spent serious time thinking about
your system for onboarding new leads.

#1 Generating the Lead

We all
know
there are
there 3
steps

#2 Following Up with the Lead
#3 Converting the Lead
What if… that process, which is all onboarding,
was EXACTLY the experience you wanted it to be
every single time for every verified Lead?

And it was SO GOOD your Leads
couldn’t WAIT to work with you?

It’s time to
Level-Up an
Onboarding
SYSTEM!
Taking the time to
design the experience we
want new Leads to have.
Something AMAZING.

• It’s such an easy mistake to make…having no system.
Treating each new person differently because our
schedules are unpredictable and gosh, leads are all
different… Right? Wrong.
• We become so focused on what needs to happen to get
a lead (we pay big bucks and lots of time to GET
THEM) that we neglect what happens after we get
one. And THAT is the place we convert or
don’t. Not at the front end.
• Your onboarding strategy doesn’t need to be
complicated. (Just having one will put you ahead of
your competition!)
• Since we work so hard to get a lead, we should give
them a smooth ride once we are connected!
• Get it right and you’ll get better results and more
referrals. Needing LESS leads at all to be generated.
Sweet!

Think about a time you began working with a person
or company where you were super impressed.
• What did they do that caused you to be impressed?
• How did you FEEL about it?
• Did that feeling carry forward into the decision to hire/not hire
or stay with them longer?
• Did that feeling cause you to be more committed?
• Did that feeling cause you to TALK about them to others?
I’d like to hear from some of you.
Who’s EVER been impressed? By whom? What did they do?

Is it something YOU could do too?

What is Lead Onboarding?
Your Strategy should consider this:
• What are you doing in the minutes, hours and days after a Lead shows up to absolutely ensure
they take their first steps towards success in working with you?
• Another valid way to look at it is: What needs to happen to capture them as a CLIENT, keep
them working with you… and even better, referring others to you?
• Creating an onboarding strategy means designing the experience you want new Leads to have.
A truly effective one will do four things:
1. It’ll make them feel special to you.
2. I’ll make them feel good about their decision to work with you
3. It’ll get them comfortable with how and when to interact with you
4. It’ll help them get started on their journey and help them to stay in momentum through
their sale or purchase when things get tougher, as it always does…
If you don’t have an onboarding strategy yet, you risk giving Leads a crappy first
impression. And that may mean they never work with you, nor even have a chance
to refer to you.

Where Does Onboarding Happen?
• You might struggle to get an accurate fix on the onboarding process because it’s

doesn’t happen in any one place.

• In fact, there are three separate aspects to onboarding:
• What happens in your CRM/In-House Lead System?
• What happens in the Lead’s In-Boxes (voicemail, text, mailbox, email box, social
media messages, etc.)?
• What happens however else you connect? In person, over Zoom, in MLS, via
docu-sign or Remine?
• From your perspective, these may be very different environments. From the Lead’s
perspective, they’re all part of the overall experience.
• Successfully integrating these parts of the onboarding process is essential to creating an
experience that sets Leads up for success.

Onboarding

Time Frame #1: I Got a New Lead!!
What happens immediately after you get the Lead?
• It’s a critical point – they have options about who they work with. You cannot take this for
granted.
Your goals during this time frame are 3-fold:
Make them feel SPECIAL
DISPLAY COMPENTCY
and a clear DESIRE to work with them
You want to reassure them that:
• They’re in good hands with you – you know what you are talking about, and you ask good
questions, rather than just being an Order Taker.
• They’re going to get great communication with you. You don’t just “wait” for them to contact
you again and they’ll be able to start working with you without a lot of fuss or confusion.
• They are important to you, and you really care to make this experience great!
• Stop worrying about if they are qualified YET. Make the 3 above happen and you’ll find
out FAST. They won’t want to waste YOUR time if they aren’t ready or qualified…

This is your first impression
– make it a good one.
Who has an idea of just ONE THING you could do to make them feel
SPECIAL, think of you as COMPETENT at your job, and make them KNOW
they are important to you?
Keeping it really SIMPLE, what might that be?

Onboarding

Time Frame
#2: Initial
Days of
Connection
before you
meet for the
first time in
Zoom or in
Person

What happens after you’ve shown them that they are Important, you
are Competent, and you have a Clear Desire to work with them? It’s
time to show some differentiation!
Remember - emotions are high— they are excited about what is next
and the results it might bring but… they’re also nervous about costs in
terms of time and dollars and worrying if they are making the right
decision to sell or buy.

Your goal during this time frame is to instill
CONFIDENCE that YOU are right for the job and THEIR
GOAL is worthy and right in their lives.
Here is where too many agents back off… turning it over to AutoMLS searches or drip systems… and we are still in ONBOARDING!
• Have a goal to connect once a DAY during this time, never going
more than 2 days in a row without connecting. Ask a question,
clarify something. Connect. Until they sign with you, keep
connecting. Anyone else they are considering is probably not doing
as much contact as you are! Take notes so you don’t ask the same
thing twice..
• Managing the experience during this time frame helps to avoid them
jumping to another Agent. It’s hard not to commit to you when
you’re obviously working so hard on the background work! It also
carries positive feelings into your Meeting together.

Onboarding

How to Make their First Experiences with
you Awesome
Your second chance to make a great impression is NOW! In the days leading UP to you getting them fully Qualified and
asking them to sign a Buyers Broker Agreement or Listing Agreement or PRE-Listing Agreement.
Roll Out The Red Carpet — Have an “Introduction” or “Getting Started” link you can send them to (or package) with FAQ content
designed to get them settled. Send a note in the mail maybe with a Starbucks card or lottery ticket. - Connect with them in a variety of
ways like FB, LI, etc. Ask them LOTS of questions, building the data about them in your CRM rock solid. Have a LIST of the info you
want, to fill in a bit at a time over several contacts. Lots of “quick questions” are better than one LONG conversation.
Lead Them on a Guided Tour — Record a short “screen capture” video them how to navigate MLS or another online portal you set
them up on. The sooner they know how, the sooner they’ll start making progress. EVEN Sellers - set them on MLS link to their comps.
Show Them a Road Map — Provide a visual road map showing the entire Seller/Buyer journey complete with major milestones.
Make it printable so they can have a physical copy to track…. OR you could mail them one, laminated, with a dry erase marker!
Give a “High Five” —Congratulate them for taking their first steps and put their progress into the context of the milestones on your
road map. “Yeah! You got your info to the Lender! She’s working on the pre-approval letter! Great work! Here’s a free ice cream at
Baskin Robbins to celebrate your first milestone in your journey!” – Or if an ice cream is out of your budget, just say: High Five!
Consider Regular “The Agent is IN” sessions on Zoom – If no one shows up, send emails during that time to all Leads, PC’s,
etc. Catch up your lead follow up. If they DO show up, those are some of the most meaningful contacts you will ever make.

Onboarding

Time Frame #3:
MEETING & HIRING YOU

You’ve shown Competency and a Clear Desire to work with them. You’ve differentiated
yourself. They are Confident.
• NOW is where you get something signed for the first time. Leads are excited about meeting
you and/or seeing a home… AND they’re also still wondering if they are making the right
decision in working with YOU.
Your goal during this time frame is to SET EXPECTATIONS and GET HIRED.
Here is where too many Agents bank on “it’s decided, they are hiring me… we have such good
rapport!” and therefore go lax in presenting… when we are still in ONBOARDING!
• Show up looking like a Professional, Arrive earlier, Park on street a bit away, Set the arena
with yourself, Review everything, Shake hands, Eye Contact, Be INTERESTED in the home
and allow them to show it taking NOTES to refer to later. Ask Questions!
• Have a Professional CUSTOMIZED Presentation. Even if you don’t use it all, they SEE you
prepared! Have “proof” available to set correct Expectations to eliminate problems later. Be
sure they understand the PLAN. Both of you leave with homework.

How to Make the Experience Awesome
Your first chance to impress shiny new Leads comes immediately after you FIRST decide to work together. Some ideas:
Be EXCITED to work with them— Connect in every way you can think of online. Send your Contact card (be sure you know what it
looks like) - Consider a Welcome Video you set up for different types of Sellers and Buyers. Local, long-distance. Cash, financing. First
time buyer/seller, experienced. It takes time… but if you make it general enough you can use again and again. Show them
they are getting something for hiring you they didn’t get before!
Send a “Star-Worthy” Orientation Email — When you set up on MLS searches, users will probably get a few emails from your
system right away. Make sure you include one email with all the essential details so they can mark it as important and refer to it in the
future. Tell them how to get started, how to reach you & your assistant, how to join your Private Facebook group if you have one, and
what to do if they get stuck.
Add a Personal Touch to System Messages — some MLSs allow you to personalize the “system” emails, for example, the one that
gives confirms their username and password. Don’t miss your opportunity to add some personality to this “microcopy”.
Give Them Something Tangible — Send SOMETHING in the mail like a branded notebook to write down thoughts and notes. This
massively reduces the chance you get ghosted, or they forget you.
Send a Personal Message —Tools like Loom make it easy to record and send short webcam videos. Yours only needs to be 30
seconds or so long but Leads will be blown away with a personal message from you where you mention their name and welcome them
to work with your Team.

Sample NEW LEAD ONBOARDING
SYSTEM - Done in this order:
1.

Contact Email, Text, Phone, ONLY to get a phone or zoom appointment to talk. (This is PreQualifying Step - do you even WANT them?)

2.

Mail something tangible ASAP and/or hand deliver. (Postcard, Handwritten Note, General
Comps, Market plan, etc. opening packet, testimonial, lottery ticket, map of area they are
looking at -check visitors centers)

3.

Obtain 100% contact info and enter into your CRM with next contact date. (email, social
media, text, birthday month and year, phone numbers, work etc.)

4.

Text a gift (SB Cards, Digital Scratch off)

5.

B or S- Set up on MLS search. Do a video on how to use it.

6.

Connect (Netweave) them with an appropriate vendor.(Lender, handyman, cleaner, etc.)

7.

Set an appointment face to face for the purpose of signature. -Buyer Broker, Pre-Listing Prep
Rider or Listing Agreement.

Servicing

Time Frame #4: The
“Engagement” Phase
You Got HIRED. NOW is where you begin serving in a way that Leads and Clients
REFER others to you!
Your goal during this time frame is A SMOOTH LAUNCH
Some Clients will jump right in and do all they should in getting a home on market, or
getting pre-approved, studying the properties you send them, begin packing, etc.
MOST are NOT 100% confident on HOW TO use the tools we know backwards and
forwards, like e-Signing. How an online-portal works. How best to talk with you when
they need you… They aren’t even clear on what they are signing says. Recognize it’s
hard to read online and sign docu-sign!
• Offer Zooms to walk them through the paperwork, online portals, contract signing,
forms that they should expect, assuring them you know it 100%. Help them
Navigate it all now, so when they need it – it works smoothly.
• Contact OFTEN in this phase, checking each few days at most. Don’t let 2-3 days go
by without 2-way communication. Keep discussing the structure and steps.
Remind them constantly how great it will be when they reach their goal. FUTURE
PACE all the time.

Servicing

How to Make the “Engagement” Phase Awesome
• Keep the Learning Curve Shallow at First — Make the early steps as gentle as possible. That means having lender call them, verses
they call her. It means giving them the list of things to gather for the lender. It means offering to help them go online to make loan
application. It means asking a Seller to review the MLS portal on their area. -- Steer clear of complex or challenging topics to start
gradually increasing difficulty like learning how to use MLS system, reading the Contract before you are asking them to sign it, going over
money costs/nets.
• Give Them a Quick Win to Celebrate — Create a small but meaningful “win” as soon as possible. When friends ask about their
progress, you want your them to say “I only just started and already I’ve X’d.
• Make It Easy to Get Answers — When clients get stuck you want to “unstick” them as soon as possible. That’s because stuck people
quickly turn into frustrated and disillusioned people. Not good. Within your onboarding system, have clear ways they can reach out for
help. You can even set up FAQ to filter out the most common questions but also provide a way to contact a human being. You, or an
assistant. Make it clear they aren’t bothering you when they ask for help.
• Encourage Them on Autopilot — Within the first few days of meeting, consider kicking off an automated onboarding email sequence
designed to maintain their momentum and keep their enthusiasm levels high. This a good time to tackle common sticking points, share
success stories and encourage specific types of participation (e.g., logging into their online MLS Portal, asking questions on the FB group,
etc.)
• Reach Out to Slow Starters — If your MLS platform lets you see who has and who hasn’t yet logged in, reach out personally to anyone
who hasn’t logged in within the first few days. Keep it light and friendly but remind them of the goal that awaits them. Ask if there’s
anything you can do to help them get moving.
• Throw Them a Welcome Party — If you provide a community element, such as a private Facebook group, or weekly Zoom Market
Update, officially welcome new joiners to the group and invite them to share a little about themselves. Encourage existing members to
give them a friendly hello.
• Handle Stallers with Good Grace — No matter how great you handle the onboarding; you’ll almost always have some people who
decide to wait. Maybe it wasn’t what they thought, or they simply acted on impulse and regret jumping in. Whatever the reason, handle
the pause with grace and follow-up up regularly. You may create an ambassador who recommends you to others.

Servicing

Time Frame #5: The Nitty Gritty - When things get
serious and tough decisions must be made - Servicing
The Novelty is gone, and it’s gotten serious. In labor and delivery, we call this
“transition.” The excitement is worn off and it’s not as much fun… it’s work. It’s
serious. These are LIFE CHANGING decisions being made. For you it’s normal.
For them, it’s one of the 3 most stressful times in their lives.
Your goal during this time frame is MOMENTUM. And seeing the client,
the co-op agent, the vendors... All through your Green Lens. They are
heroes on a journey, with their own answers, contributing to you now,
and deserve to be treated dignity and respect.
Managing this time frame successfully helps to cement the Client’s positive feelings
about working with you and buying/selling and builds the resolve to do the work
needed to get through this time.

Servicing

Time Frame #6: We are
CLOSING! Got through it!
The “Honeymoon” Phase –

It’s shorter than we think…
Your goal during this time
frame is CELEBRATION
• Let go of all past difficulties
and celebrate the win!
• Make it special. Ala Teresa’s
party in a box.

Post Servicing

Time Frame
#7: During
the stress of
the move

Remember one of the 3 most stressful
times in their lives. It’s up to us to help
them SEE the finish line and how great it
will be when they are done!
Your goal during this time frame is
Connection
• Acknowledge the difficulties and what a
hero they are on their journey
• Remind them often of why they did this
and of the goal they had…and that they
DID it!

Post Servicing

Time Frame #8: Post Closing when
they go back in the top of your Funnel
as a Past Client…or if you just find a
new COI that belongs in your system!
Remember, it’s easy to be FORGOTTEN here
and takes effort to keep connected. They may not
have a lot of time.
Your goal during this time frame is
LONG-TERM COMMITMENT
• You aren’t going to drop them now
• You are going to be there for them forever…

What you do when they go into
Timeframe 8
1. They go into an Auto-Email Newsletter Drip
2. OR They go into your PC/COI VIP Group… We recommend no more than 150
• What to know how you can work with me personally on building a Post Servicing System for
yourself… for JUST 150 people that can create 50 to 150 transactions a year – every year forever?
• Join my 150toLife.com group starting in September. I have 2 interested, need 3 to start.
• $150/month for 12 months or $1500 if paid for a year

At the end of a Year, you will have your 150 people
You will have your own Unique System to Follow
You will have Support and Accountability to DO IT
You will have a Schedule that includes TIME OFF

150toLife.com

